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Interbreeding of two species in the wild implies introgression of alleles from one species
into the other only when admixed individuals survive and successfully backcross with
the parental species. Consequently, estimating the proportion of first generation hybrids
in a population may not inform about the evolutionary impact of hybridization. Samples
obtained over a long time span may offer a more accurate view of the spreading of
introgressed alleles in a species’ gene pool. Common quail (Coturnix coturnix) populations
in Europe have been restocked extensively with farm quails of hybrid origin (crosses with
Japanese quails, C. japonica). We genetically monitored a common quail population over
15 years to investigate whether genetic introgression is occurring and used simulations
to investigate our power to detect it. Our results revealed that some introgression has
occurred, but we did not observe a significant increase over time in the proportion of
admixed individuals. However, simulations showed that the degree of admixture may be
larger than anticipated due to the limited power of analyses over a short time span, and
that observed data was compatible with a low rate of introgression, probably resulting
from reduced fitness of admixed individuals. Simulations predicted this could result in
extensive admixture in the near future.
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INTRODUCTION
Interspecific hybridization and its evolutionary consequences are
often studied by analysis of samples obtained over a relatively
short time period, without aiming to monitor genetic changes
over time. This approach may allow identification of admixed
individuals, but it may not be informative about the evolutionary
impact of introgressive hybridization. For instance, the presence
of first generation hybrids does not necessarily imply the spread
of invasive alleles in the native population (introgression). When
hybrids have reduced fitness or are infertile, hybridization might
not have a large impact on the genetic composition of the parental
species. Hybridization in such cases will still imply a loss of
intraspecific mating opportunities, reducing the effective breed-
ing population (accelerating genetic drift). Alternatively, if alien
alleles do introgress into the gene pool of the native population,
hybridization can have long-term fitness consequences (Rhymer
and Simberloff, 1996; Haygood et al., 2003).
To estimate the impact and rate of admixture, the proportion
of first generation hybrids and subsequent backcrosses can be
assessed from analysis with a large panel of molecular markers
(Vähä and Primmer, 2006). If the analyzed population sam-
ple includes individuals with varying degrees of admixture, this
implies that first generation hybrids are interbreeding with the
parental species, leading to alleles from one species introgressing
into the gene pool of the other (Rhymer and Simberloff, 1996).
However, such data can only offer a snapshot of the evolu-
tionary process, without informing about changes over time.
Furthermore, inference about long-term effects are susceptible to
limitations due to small sample sizes (is the sample representa-
tive of the entire population?) and low frequency of interbreeding
(is it possible to estimate the frequency of rare interbreeding
events?). In addition, an important and often overlooked source
of error is associated with varying levels of admixture from year
to year (is the level of admixture changing over time?).
Samples obtained over several generations can help to assess
temporal changes in the level of admixture and can offer a
long-term view on the introgression of invasive alleles, more
meaningful from a conservation and evolutionary point of view.
The robust characterization of slow introgression requires the use
of long time series to allow tracking the arrival of new alleles into
the population.
Common quail (Coturnix coturnix) populations offer the
opportunity to obtain long temporal series of samples to inves-
tigate the consequences of admixture of divergent lineages.
Its European breeding population is estimated to consist of
several millions of individuals (8,400,000–14,100,000, BirdLife
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International, 2004) that move nomadically across the breed-
ing range looking for suitable habitat (Puigcerver et al., 1989;
Rodríguez-Teijeiro et al., 2009) and mates (Rodríguez-Teijeiro
et al., 2006). This game species is of high economic and recre-
ational interest in southern Europe; millions of quails are killed
every hunting season (Guyomarc’h, 2003). Due to this interest,
every year wild populations are extensively restocked prior to the
game season with farm-reared quails. For example, in Catalonia
(Northeast Spain), the wild common quail population has been
estimated to range between 5000 and 20,000 males (Rodríguez-
Teijeiro et al., 2004), and about 57,000 farm-reared individuals
have been released yearly from 1990 to 2011 (Hunting order plans
of the Regional Government of Catalonia). The number, size, tim-
ing, and location of the releases change from year to year and very
limited information is available for most of them. While quails
for game restocking are sold as be common quail, recent genetic
analyses have shown that they are, actually, hybrids between com-
mon quails and domestic Japanese quails (C. japonica) that have
been interbreeding for a number of generations in game farms
(Sanchez-Donoso et al., 2012).
Captive breeding represents a general relaxation of selective
forces and promotes traits that are maladaptive in the wild (Lynch
and O’Hely, 2001; Frankham, 2008; Baskett and Waples, 2013).
Thus, supplementation programs based on the release of captive-
bred individuals have the potential to deeply alter the genetic
composition of native populations (Ford, 2002). These large-
scale releases can lead to loss of genetic diversity, breakdown
of adaptations and change in the population genetic structure
(Eldridge and Naish, 2007; Laikre et al., 2010; Marie et al.,
2010). Specifically, several authors have pointed out that restock-
ing with domestic Japanese quails and hybrids can pose serious
threats to the genetic integrity and survival of common quails
(Guyomarc’h, 2003; Barilani et al., 2005; Chazara et al., 2006,
2010; Puigcerver et al., 2007). Their interbreeding can lead to
introgression of maladaptive domestic Japanese quail alleles into
the common quail population, potentially leading to alterations
or loss of migratory behavior, and a decline in fitness in native
quails (Guyomarc’h, 2003). A decrease in average fitness means a
lower population growth rate, which could even become negative.
However, even in the case that fitness of admixed individuals was
not diminished, the massive releases of farm-reared quails could
lead to a counter-intuitive reduction in the effective population
size through Ryman-Laikre effects: a large portion of the breed-
ing population could potentially derive from a small number of
breeders from farms, resulting in a reduction of the genetic diver-
sity and evolutionary potential (Ryman and Laikre, 1991). As a
result of these concerns, the EUQuail Action plan has emphasized
the need to preserve common quail genetic integrity (Perennou,
2009).
Several lines of evidence support the existence of introgres-
sive hybridization from farm quails into wild common quails.
Japanese and admixed quails have vocalizations that differ from
those of common quails, with first generation hybrid male crows
being intermediate between domestic Japanese quail and com-
mon quail (Derégnaucourt et al., 2001), and this has often been
used to characterize the identity of free-ranging quail males
(Guyomarc’h and Guyomarc’h, 1996; Collins and Goldsmith,
1998; Barilani et al., 2005; Puigcerver et al., 2007). Using this
approach, hybrid quails were first detected in Catalonia by
members of our research group in 1990 in an area close to the
study site (Rodríguez-Teijeiro et al., 1993). Since then, and follow-
ing the popularization of farm quails for restocking, hybrid indi-
viduals have been detected, using genetic methods, in common
quail breeding areas in multiple European countries including
Portugal, France, Italy, and Spain (Rodríguez-Teijeiro et al., 1993;
Guyomarc’h, 2003; Barilani et al., 2005). Experiments in captiv-
ity have shown that common and Japanese quails present only
partial mate discrimination (Derégnaucourt and Guyomarc’h,
2003), and that the two species interbreed easily and hybrids do
not have reduced survival (Derégnaucourt et al., 2002). These
observations suggest that Japanese quail alleles may have been
introgressing into the European common quail population since
the early 1990s.
However, the occurrence and frequency of interbreeding under
natural conditions between native and released quails is not
known. Furthermore, while hybrids do not show reduced survival
in captivity, selection against hybrids in the wild could potentially
lead to strongly reduced rates of introgression. For this reason, it
has been suggested that individuals identified in nature as hybrids
could correspond to farm released animals, without requiring any
hybridization in the wild at all (Puigcerver et al., 2007, 2012).
This is in part supported by the radio-monitoring of female farm
quails, which showed an increased mortality and predation risk
for their clutches (Puigcerver et al., 2014). However, this same
study also revealed their success at attracting wild males and
reproducing in the wild. Consequently, it remains unclear to what
degree these massive releases are affecting European common
quail populations.
Here we studied the genetic composition of wild quails sam-
pled in a single locality in Northeast Spain across a 15-year period
(about 15 generations), to evaluate to what extent the releases of
farm quails are affecting the genetic composition of the local pop-
ulation. We combined genetic analyses with simulations to test
the power of our markers to detect introgression of farm alleles.
We also carried out simulations assuming different levels of fit-
ness for the admixed individuals to investigate which values are
compatible with the observed data. We then used these values in
further simulations to forecast changes in the genetic composi-




The field survey was carried out in an area of about 1 km2 in
Northeast Spain (Mas Esplugues, 41◦ 25′ N, 1◦ 23′ E, 628m above
sea level), a short, narrow valley with winter cereal crops (mainly
barley and wheat) which constitute suitable breeding habitat for
quails. The breeding population has been continuously moni-
tored for over 25 years in the framework of a long-term project
to study the biology and mating behavior of common quails (José
D. Rodríguez-Teijeiro. and Manel Puigcerver). It is an open pop-
ulation and individuals continuously arrive during the breeding
season, spend some time, and leave in search of suitable habi-
tat patches and mates (Puigcerver et al., 1989; Rodríguez-Teijeiro
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et al., 2006, 2009). This is a game area, and the hunting season
starts in mid-August, after the end of the breeding season (from
about mid-April to early July). The great majority of quails breed-
ing in the area were estimated to be 1 year old, with very few
breeders being aged two or more (Puigcerver et al., 1992). For
this reason, we considered generation time to be about 1 year.
A feather or a blood sample was obtained from 468 wild quails,
captured during several breeding seasons (i.e., prior to the major-
ity of farm releases), following protocols approved by an autho-
rized Ethics Committee (for sampling methods see Puigcerver
et al., 2007). Our sample represents a very large proportion of
the quails breeding in the study area every season, but is very
difficult to have precise count of the number of breeders. These
wild quails were genotyped at 9–13 autosomal microsatellite loci.
Genotypes were generated as three different datasets (Table 1)
produced by different researchers, in different labs and using dif-
ferent instruments. Dataset I included quail samples collected
during the breeding seasons of 1996 and 1997, genotyped by Ines
Sanchez-Donoso. A subset of these genotypes was included in a
previous study (Sanchez-Donoso et al., 2012). Dataset II included
quail samples collected during the breeding seasons of 1999, 2002
and 2005, genotyped by Jisca Huisman as part of her MSc thesis
at the University of Uppsala, Sweden (Huisman, 2006). Dataset
III included quail samples obtained during the breeding seasons
from the period 2007–2010, genotyped by Ines Sanchez-Donoso
for this study.
Quail samples from Spanish game farms were analyzed as
reference for the three wild quail datasets: 52 individuals from
5 farms (farm set A, sampled in 2009 and 2010, included in
Sanchez-Donoso et al., 2012) were used as a reference in anal-
ysis with datasets I and III, while 29 individuals from 3 game
farms (farm set B, sampled in 2006) were used with Dataset II
(see Table 1). All farm individuals were intended for restock-
ing. In a previous study, no genetic differentiation was observed
among individuals from the different farms (Sanchez-Donoso
et al., 2012, including some of the samples studied here), suggest-
ing that all of them derive from the same stock and/or that the
exchange between them is extensive. For this reason, and consid-
ering the large size of the overall population in farms and the lack
of precise information about the origin and number of breeders,
in the simulations we assumed that the allele frequencies in the
farm population remained constant throughout the study period
(see below).
Joining the three datasets offered the opportunity to compile a
time series spanning 15 years. They could not be fully integrated,
as the sets of genetic markers used were not identical (see below)
and genotype scoring was done by different researchers. Since
many DNA samples derived from small feathers, each providing
only a small amount of DNA, it was not possible to re-analyze
them under a unique set of conditions. Datasets I and III could
be merged when restricting analyses to the markers used in both
cases after ensuring the consistency of the allele call by genotyping
a panel of reference samples.
LABORATORY PROCEDURES
For some individuals, DNA was extracted from blood samples
(100μl, stored at −20◦C in 95% ethanol until analysis) using
DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) following manufacturer’s
protocols, or following standard phenol-chloroform extraction
procedures. For the rest of individuals, DNA was extracted from
feathers (stored at −20◦C in 95% ethanol) using a Chelex resin
protocol (Walsh et al., 1991).
To characterize the maternal ancestry of quails and to deter-
mine directionality of hybrid matings, a 453 base pair (bp)
fragment of the 5′ of the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control
region was sequenced for 26 wild quails from Dataset II (7 from
1999, 7 from 2002 and 12 from 2005) and the 29 farm quails
from farm set B. The wild quails were selected to include diverse
phenotypes and, potentially, admixture. Having admixed individ-
uals of farm and wild origin could allow inferring if both sets of
admixed birds had the same maternal origin. DNA samples were
amplified via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primers
PHDL and PH-H521 (Barilani et al., 2005). Sequencing reactions
were carried out using the same forward and reverse primers,
and were run on a MegaBACE 1000™ instrument (Amersham
Biosciences) following manufacturer’s protocols. From the two
sequences obtained, a consensus was built using SEQUENCHER
v. 5.1 (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI, USA).
Individuals were genotyped for autosomal microsatellite loci
originally developed for Japanese quail (Kayang et al., 2000, 2002)
(genotype data sets in Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.
org/10.5061/dryad.kv733). Some loci (marked below with an
asterisk) were analyzed for datasets I and III using primers mod-
ified to facilitate multiplexing (see Supplementary Material Table
S1). The number and combination of loci typed varied between
datasets. Dataset I was genotyped for 9 unlinked markers (each
marker was located on a different chromosome): GUJ01, GUJ17∗,
GUJ39, GUJ44, GUJ57∗, GUJ65∗, GUJ85, GUJ93, and GUJ97∗.
Dataset II was typed for these same markers, excluding GUJ85,
plus five additional markers: GUJ14, GUJ28, GUJ33, GUJ62, and
GUJ68 (13 loci in total). Although some loci used for Dataset II
are on the same chromosome (Kayang et al., 2004), previous anal-
yses on this dataset showed they are not in linkage disequilibrium
(Huisman, 2006). Dataset III was genotyped for the same 9 loci as
Dataset I, plus GUJ28 and GUJ74 (11 loci in total, located on dif-
ferent chromosomes). Since datasets I and III were scored by the
same researcher, and using a panel of reference samples to ensure
that all allele calls were consistent, they could be analyzed together
for the 9 shared markers.
Somemarkers were PCR-amplified in amultiplex, while others
were amplified separately. Detailed protocols are available upon
request. PCR products from dataset I and III, and from their ref-
erence farm set, were electrophoresed on an ABI 3730 sequencer
(Applied Biosystems) following manufacturer’s protocols, and
alleles were sized and scored using the software GeneMapper
v3.5 (Applied Biosystems). Electrophoresis of Dataset II PCR
products, and of their reference farm set, was performed on
a MegaBace 1000 capillary instrument (GE Healthcare) follow-
ing manufacturer’s protocols. The associated software, Genetic
Profiler 2.2, was used for the allele calling.
DATA ANALYSIS
Mitochondrial DNA sequences were aligned with Muscle in
MEGA v5.1 (Tamura et al., 2011). The same program was
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Table 1 | Genetic diversity (averaged across loci, ± standard deviation) of wild and farm quails at autosomal microsatellites.
Dataset Year N N Alleles per A PIC He HO
loci locus (average)
I 1996 42 9 17.2±6.2 15.3±4.9 0.87±0.07 0.90±0.02 0.88± 0.02
1997 51 9 18.0±5.3 15.5±4.1 0.88±0.06 0.90±0.02 0.87± 0.02
II 1999 31 13 13.5±4.5 12.4±4.1 0.81±0.13 0.84±0.03 0.74± 0.02
2002 30 13 14.0±5.5 12.7±4.6 0.81±0.15 0.84±0.04 0.75± 0.02
2005 31 13 13.6±4.2 12.4±3.7 0.83±0.10 0.86±0.03 0.75± 0.02
III 2007 50 11 19.6±6.6 15.9±4.6 0.89±0.05 0.90±0.01 0.84± 0.02
2008 33 11 16.6±4.8 15.3±4.0 0.87±0.07 0.89±0.02 0.84± 0.02
2009 97 11 21.7±6.6 15.3±4.1 0.88±0.05 0.90±0.01 0.84± 0.01
2010 103 11 23.6±8.2 15.9±4.4 0.89±0.06 0.90±0.01 0.85± 0.01
Farm set A 52 9 14.6±4.6 12.0±3.6 0.80±0.07 0.83±0.02 0.80± 0.02
Farm set A 52 11 14.0±4.3 11.4±3.3 0.77±0.11 0.82±0.02 0.80± 0.02
Farm set B 29 13 11.4±4.3 10.4±3.6 0.80±0.08 0.81±0.03 0.73± 0.02
The entire sample is composed of three datasets genotyped independently and using partially different sets of markers (see text). Reference farm samples are the
same for datasets I and III (farm set A), but with different number of loci. Farm set B is constituted by reference farm samples used with Dataset II. N, number
of samples genotyped; N loci, number of loci genotyped; A, allelic richness; PIC, Polymorphic Information Content; He, expected heterozygosity; Ho, observed
heterozygosity.
used to compare sequences and for phylogenetic reconstructions
using maximum likelihood (ML) with the Tamura-Nei model of
sequence evolution and a gamma distribution rate of variation
across loci, and neighbor-joining (NJ) based on the maximum
composite likelihood model. Support for nodes was assessed with
500 bootstrap replicates.
Average number of alleles per locus and allelic richness (mean
number of alleles per locus corrected for the minimum sam-
ple size; Leberg, 2002) were calculated using FSTAT version
2.9.3.2 (Goudet, 1995). In order to measure marker informative-
ness we calculated the Polymorphic Information Content (PIC;
Botstein et al., 1980) which takes into account the number of
alleles per locus and the frequency of these alleles, using EXCEL
MICROSATELLITE TOOLKIT 3.1.1 (Park, 2001). We used the
same software to calculate observed (Ho) and expected (gene
diversity, He) heterozygosities (Nei, 1987). Overall differentia-
tion between wild and farm samples (for each sample set) was
estimated using Weir and Cockerham’s (1984) estimate of the fix-
ation index Fst in GENETIX (Belkhir et al., 1996–2004), Hedrick’s
(2005) standardized measure of genetic differentiation (G’ST) and
Jost’D estimator of actual differentiation (Dest, Jost, 2008) with
SMOGD (Crawford, 2010).
Genetic composition of wild and farm quails was ana-
lyzed using the Bayesian clustering procedure implemented in
STRUCTURE 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al., 2000). Other likelihood
approaches could have been used to infer population structure,
but we chose the approach implemented in STRUCTURE because
its use is widespread for hybridization studies, and because it
is easy to scale up to analyze thousands of simulated datasets
across multiple computer processors (see below). Since our goal
was to track the introgression of farm alleles into the wild pop-
ulation we chose to always use the same analytical approach
and we avoided using approaches aimed at identifying individual
hybrids and backcrosses (for example NEWHYBRIDS, Anderson
and Thompson, 2002).
For a given number (K) of genetically distinct clusters,
STRUCTURE provides an estimate of the fraction of the genome
(qi) that belongs to each one of the clusters. Analyses were per-
formed under the admixture model, as each individual may have
ancestry inmore than one parental population, and were run with
correlated allele frequencies and without population or sampling
location information (USEPOPINFO and LOCPRIOR set to 0).
Analyses were done for K = 2 to separate farm and wild clus-
ters, since previous analyses showed that this is the highest level
of population structure (Sanchez-Donoso et al., 2012). Analyses
were run for 100,000 steps following a burn-in period of 100,000
steps, and were replicated five times. Results did not vary signif-
icantly with longer runs and likelihood values were observed to
converge during the runs. STRUCTURE proportion of member-
ship to each cluster (qi) and 90% posterior probability intervals
were estimated for each individual. For consistency across real
and simulated datasets, STRUCTURE was always run using these
parameters.
All STRUCTURE analyses included wild-caught quails
together with quails from farms used as reference to allow the
identification of two clusters that would facilitate tracking farm
and wild origins. The value of qı = 0.90 was used as an arbi-
trary threshold above which individuals were assigned to cluster i
as pure (see Barilani et al., 2005). Individuals that showed lower
values (qi < 0.9 for both clusters) were considered as potentially
admixed.
To study if there was an increase through time in the propor-
tion of farm alleles in the wild population, we focused on the
estimated yearly proportion of wild-caught individuals classified
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as admixed (0.1 < qfarm < 0.9) in the population, rather than
the degree of admixture for each individual. The classification as
being admixed or not for each individual was the response vari-
able (binary) and was analyzed using Generalized Linear Models
(GLM). Sampling year was the continuous explanatory variable,
since the interest was to test whether there was a trend in the
ratio of admixed individuals over time. A binomial error struc-
ture and logit link function was used, and the models were fitted
in R (version 2.15.2; R Core Team, 2012) using the glm() func-
tion. The factor “dataset” was included to account for differences
due to investigator and marker set when analyzing the three dif-
ferent data sets. All models were tested for overdispersion to avoid
false positives and for collinearity between “year” and “dataset.”
With these models we investigated if the probability of being clas-
sified as admixed was different between years and, if so, if it was
increasing over time.
SIMULATION OF FARM ALLELE INTROGRESSION
Initial analyses of the observed data showed low levels of admix-
ture between wild and farm quails. To test if these analyses had
enough statistical power to detect an increase of admixture over
time, we performed STRUCTURE analyses on data simulated
with a series of scripts (available at http://www.consevol.org).
These simulations were intended to represent the population at
the breeding season (when field surveys took place). The sce-
narios that we investigated involved varying the proportion of
farm individuals in the breeding population every generation,
and different fitness values for admixed individuals born in the
wild.
We first simulated genotypes for a wild population of quails
where every generation a certain proportion of the potential
breeders originated from farm releases. The simulations thus
portrayed the composition of our study population during the
breeding season. Because wild quails in the area show high mobil-
ity (Rodríguez-Teijeiro et al., 1992) and are part of a much bigger
population (millions of individuals), we simulated a large pop-
ulation with a constant size of 10,000 breeding individuals to
minimize the effects of random genetic drift. Genotypes at gen-
eration 0 were generated by randomly drawing two alleles for
each locus according to their observed frequency. Starting allele
frequencies were based on Dataset III, after excluding individ-
uals whose genetic composition was clearly dominated by farm
alleles (qfarm ≥ 0.40 according to STRUCTURE analyses of that
dataset alone; this threshold was selected to exclude individuals
born in farms—qfarm close to 1—and first generation admixed
individuals—qfarm close to 0.5). Similarly, 10,000 genotypes were
generated for farm quails by randomly drawing pairs of alleles for
each locus based on the observed allele frequencies from farm set
A. Since we had selected unlinked markers (see above), alleles at
one locus did not influence allele selection at other loci (mark-
ers are assumed to recombine freely). Also, since our simulations
only cover a limited time span (a few decades at the most), we
did not consider the effect of mutations. Although Datasets III
and farm set A may have an allelic composition different to the
allelic composition of the populations before any admixture had
taken place in the wild, we consider that these datasets may be an
appropriate overall representation of the degree of differentiation
between wild and farm quails and can offer useful insight on how
introgression can be expected to proceed.
Successive generations (up to 20 generations to parallel the
time period since the first hybrids were detected in the study area)
of wild quails involved 10,000 new individuals per generation. To
simulate the continuous restocking of quails, each of these new
individuals had a certain probability of originating from farm
releases (between 1 and 5%, according to the genetic analyses
of our field samples; see below) and, in this case, was directly
drawn from the file of farm genotypes. The genotypes for the
rest of the individuals were generated by drawing alleles from two
parental genotypes randomly selected from the previous gener-
ation. The simulation was run for 20 generations. We assumed
non-overlapping generations and a generation time of 1 year. We
did not assign sex to the genotypes and any pair of genotypes
could act as parents for a genotype in the following generation.
A schematic representation of these simulations is portrayed in
Figure 1.
Initial simulations assumed that all individuals had the same
chances of producing offspring in the following generation (fit-
ness = 1) independently of their origin (farm, wild, or admixed).
However, it is likely that farm individuals contribute maladap-
tive traits (Lynch and O’Hely, 2001; Frankham, 2008; Baskett and
Waples, 2013), and that they and their offspring have a lower fit-
ness. To introduce this factor into a second set of simulations,
we tracked for each individual the proportion of the genome
expected to come from the farm population (1 for farm individ-
uals, 0 for pure common quails, 0.5 for first generation admixed
individuals). Each time that a new genotype was generated and
one or both of the parents had a proportion of farm ancestry of 1
or 0.5, its probability of survival to the breeding season was deter-
mined by a predefined fitness value varying between 1 and 0 (1
when the probability of contributing to the next generation for
admixed individuals was the same as for wild common quails,
0 when they never contributed; in the simulations we used the
following fitness values: 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, or 0.2). To simplify, we
assumed that the fitness value was the same independently of the
individual’s proportion of farm ancestry. If the genotype did not
survive, it was not included among the genotypes for a given gen-
eration (this would only include those that could participate as
potential breeders), and a completely new genotype was gener-
ated to replace it and to keep the total population size constant.
We assumed that lower fitness affected the chances of survival
for the first two generations of admixed individuals, which are
the ones that are most likely to suffer loss of extrinsic or intrin-
sic adaptation (i.e., presence of maladaptive alleles or breakup of
co-adapted gene complexes, Laikre et al., 2010). After two gen-
erations genetic incompatibilities may be less likely and those
individuals were considered as if they were pure wild quails for
subsequent generations (proportion of farm ancestry: 0).
ANALYSIS OF SIMULATED DATA AND POWER TESTS
For a visual examination of the level of introgression in the
simulated population, we randomly sampled individuals from
multiple generations (50 individuals per generation for a few
predefined generations) and analyzed them with STRUCTURE
(K = 2) together with a simulated farm dataset (50 farm
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the population simulations
(gray arrows) and analysis of simulated data (black arrows). Boxes
represent simulated populations or datasets. Simulations were used to
assess the effect over time (across different generations) of the proportion
of potential breeders of farm origin and varying fitness of admixed
individuals (variables affecting the population simulations, marked with
discontinuous circles). The first set of simulations was carried out assuming
that all individuals, independently of having farm ancestry or not, had the
same probability of contributing to the next generation (fitness = 1). For
details, see text.
individuals). The same analysis was also carried out breaking the
temporal series into three sets of samples, covering a shorter time
span each, mirroring the three datasets resulting from the field
work (Table 1). In addition, in order to compare the results from
the simulated data with the results obtained for the field datasets
and to assess the power to detect introgression with the markers
used, we prepared a program to replicate our field sampling pat-
tern. Since the first hybrid individual in a neighboring area was
detected by its vocalizations in 1990 (Rodríguez-Teijeiro et al.,
1993), several years before the first of the wild-captured quails
analyzed in this study, individuals from 1996 were assumed simi-
lar to the 5th simulated generation, 1997 to the 6th, and so on.
The program produced 1000 sets of simulated data extracting
genotypes from the simulated population of 10,000 individuals
per generation and with the same number of individuals per year
as in real data (see Table 1). Each one of these simulated datasets
was analyzed with STRUCTURE as described above (Figure 1).
For each STRUCTURE run we calculated the proportion of
simulated genotypes that were not classified as pure wild (qfarm
> 0.10; admixed or pure farm). The 95% confidence interval for
this proportion, for a given combination of potential breeders
coming from farms and fitness value, was based on the 2.5th and
97.5th percentiles over each set of 1000 STRUCTURE runs. The
proportion observed for the real data was then compared with
these confidence intervals to assess which simulated scenarios
were compatible with the real data (analysis of field samples).
RESULTS
To clarify analyses and results, a flow chart of the analyses and
conclusions reached with them is provided as Supplementary
Material (Figure S1).
MITOCHONDRIAL DNA
Since mtDNA is maternally inherited and common quail and
Japanese quail have well differentiated sequences (Barilani et al.,
2005), this marker is useful for establishing directionality in
hybrid matings. ML and NJ phylogenetic trees showed the exis-
tence of two clearly differentiated clades (Figure 2). The control
region sequences of 29 farm quails revealed 8 haplotypes and
all of them were located within the same clade, with pairwise
differences ranging between 1 and 10 substitutions (prefix F
in Figure 2). One of the haplotypes (F1W1 in Figure 2) was
observed in 22 individuals, while the remaining 7 were observed
in one individual each. In contrast, the diversity observed in wild
quails was much higher, with 13 haplotypes in 26 quails, mostly
located within a second clade (prefix W plus F1W1 in Figure 2).
Five of the wild haplotypes were observed in more than one indi-
vidual. One of these (F1W1), present in five wild individuals, was
the only one shared with farm quails and corresponded to the
most frequent farm haplotype. A GenBank BLAST search showed
that F1W1 was identical to sequences previously identified in
Japanese quails, supporting the hypothesis that farm quails derive
from captive domestic Japanese quail females used as breeders,
as suggested by Sanchez-Donoso et al. (2012). These sequences
constitute the Japanese quail clade in Figure 2. Importantly, all
analyzed farm individuals carried mtDNA sequences from this
clade.
Two of the haplotypes found in wild quails were either iden-
tical to (F1W1, in five individuals) or clustered with (W6, in
one individual) farm haplotypes within the Japanese quail clade.
The remaining sequences made up the second clade that did not
include any farm sample (common quail clade), with differences
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FIGURE 2 | Unrooted maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree of
mitochondrial control region haplotypes identified in wild (indicated
with the prefix W) and farm (F) quails. Only one haplotype was shared
between wild and farm quails (F1W1) (it was found in 22 farm quails and 5
wild quails). Number of quails sequenced with each haplotype is indicated
in parenthesis when larger than 1. Bootstrap support for ML and NJ (in this
order) is indicated at the nodes when higher than 70%. Two clades are
found, separating common quail (Coturnix coturnix) from Japanese quail (C.
japonica) sequences with high support.
between haplotypes also ranging between 1 and 10 substitutions.
Despite the short size of the fragment studied here, sequences
from the two clades were clearly differentiated by 17 to 24 sub-
stitutions. The existence of mitochondrial sequences from the
Japanese clade in some wild quails confirms the presence of
genetic material from quails of farm origin among the wild-
sampled quails (all of these individuals were confirmed as being of
farm origin or admixed in the microsatellite analyses, see below).
IDENTIFICATION OF ADMIXED INDIVIDUALS
All studied microsatellite loci were highly variable in both farm
and wild quails. Despite the high polymorphism, previous pater-
nity studies (not shown) revealed that the markers and protocols
used did not result in false alleles. All individuals were success-
fully genotyped for at least 70% of the markers. The number of
alleles per locus was high for all datasets and markers, with an
average number of alleles per locus and allelic richness higher
than 10 for all years and datasets (Table 1). As expected, the aver-
age number of alleles per locus was closely associated with sample
size, but allelic richness remained practically constant from year
to year within datasets. PIC values were high in all cases (with
average PIC over 0.81 in wild quails and over 0.77 in farm quails),
showing that the allelic variation was potentially very informa-
tive of population structure. Expected heterozygosity (He) was
above 0.8 in all cases. This high heterozygosity results from the
high number of alleles and similar values have been observed in
other Galliform species with high allele diversity (He et al., 2008;
Hassen et al., 2009; Bei et al., 2012). Observed heterozygosity (Ho)
was slightly lower than He in all cases, which could be due to the
presence of sets of alleles of different origin (farm and wild) that
had not reached Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The values for He
and Ho were almost constant within datasets, even when compar-
ing datasets I and III (typed by the same person and equipment),
which supports our initial assumption of negligible genetic drift.
Game farm quails showed lower average number of alleles per
locus and allelic richness than wild quails analyzed with the same
markers (Table 1). There was significant genetic differentiation
between the wild (including possibly admixed individuals) and
farm populations, and Fst values between them were very sim-
ilar across datasets: Fst for Dataset I = 0.05, for Dataset II =
0.06, for Dataset III = 0.05 (p < 0.05 in all cases). Due to the
high heterozygosity of our loci and the upper limit this imposes
on Fst [1–(average within population He); Hedrick, 2005], these
relatively low values actually represent a pronounced differentia-
tion: Hedrick’s standardized G’ST values were between 0.35 and
0.41 (ca. 40% of the maximum differentiation possible), and Dest
between 0.25 and 0.31.
We used the software STRUCTURE to divide each dataset
(together with the corresponding farm set) in two clusters (K =
2) in order to identify the contribution of the two quail lineages
(wild or farm) to the genome of each individual. In each anal-
ysis (all five replicates produced practically identical output), a
farm cluster and a wild cluster appeared clearly separated, and
several individuals were identified as admixed (Figure 3). Using
qfarm ≥ 0.90 as a threshold for the proportion of farm ancestry,
between 79 and 90% of farm animals in each analysis were clas-
sified as pure farm, and none appeared as pure wild (Figure 4A
and Supplementary Material Table S2A). Admixed individuals in
the farm (between 10 and 21% of the farm animals) may rep-
resent descendants of crosses between farm quails and common
quails (males) that are regularly introduced into farms as breeders
(Sanchez-Donoso et al., 2012). Of the quails sampled in the wild,
between 81 and 94% were identified as pure wild (qfarm ≤ 0.10).
Some wild individuals (up to 10%) had very high qfarm, com-
patible with pure farm origin, and likely represent quails from
restocking events. Overall, between 3 and 16% of wild-caught
birds were classified as admixed (0.10< qfarm < 0.90).
Since we identified some individuals with admixed nuclear
genotypes among farm quails, the presence of admixed individ-
uals in the wild is not, per se, indicative of matings between
restocked farm quails and native wild quails; these individuals
could represent admixed animals released from farms. However,
there are two lines of evidence that point to interbreeding in
the wild. First, the ratio between admixed and pure farm, as
classified by STRUCTURE, was much higher in the wild sam-
ple than in the farm sample (Figure 4A, Supplementary Material
Table S2A; Yates Chi-square = 67.21, df = 1, p < 0.0001). We
would expect the same ratio in farms and in the wild if no inter-
breeding occurred in natural conditions; the observed admixed
birds in the wild would just have resulted from their release from
farms. Therefore, the inflated proportion of admixed quails in the
wild compared to the proportion of freely roaming pure farm
quails points to possible crosses in the wild between restocked
and wild quails. However, the observed pattern would also emerge
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FIGURE 3 | STRUCTURE analyses for K = 2 for wild and farm quails
for three datasets from different time periods. Dots represent
individual proportion of membership to farm cluster (qfarm) and vertical
lines are 90% highest posterior density intervals. Individuals are sorted
by dataset, year, and qfarm value. Horizontal lines at qfarm = 0.10 and 0.90
indicate threshold values used to separate pure (qfarm ≤ 0.10 for pure
common quails, qfarm ≥ 0.90 for pure farm quails) and admixed
individuals (0.10 < qfarm < 0.90; see text).
FIGURE 4 | Percentage of individuals classified as pure wild (pale gray),
pure farm (black) and admixed (dark gray) according to qfarm values
obtained from STRUCTURE (K = 2). Number of samples per year is
indicated above each bar. (A) Analysis carried out separately for each dataset
(as in Figure 3 and Supplementary Material Table S2A). (B) Datasets I and III
analyzed together (as in Figure 6 and Supplementary Material Table S2B).
without crosses in the wild if restocked pure farm quails had
lower survival in the wild than admixed quails, thus leading to
an over-representation of the admixed individuals in the field
sample.
The second line of evidence derives from the mtDNA anal-
ysis. For the 26 wild samples from Dataset II used for mtDNA
analyses, 6 were identified as admixed by their nuclear DNA and
out of these, 4 had common quail mtDNA (3 had haplotype W2,
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and 1 had W3; Table 2, Figure 2). The other 2 had Japanese quail
mtDNA, as had the 4 wild-caught individuals assigned as farm
quails by their autosomal genotypes. These last individuals proba-
bly represent animals released from farms. Since none of the farm
individuals had common quail mtDNA (0 out of 29) and female
common quails are known to reproduce very poorly in captiv-
ity (Caballero de la Calle and Peña Montañés, 1997), finding four
admixed individuals in the wild population with common quail
mtDNA by chance is highly unlikely (Fisher exact test: p = 0.008)
if they just represented animals released from farms. Our findings
therefore strongly indicate successful mating in the wild between
restocked quails (males) and native wild quails (females).
CHANGES THROUGH TIME IN THE LEVEL OF INTROGRESSION
During the 15 years encompassed by our study, there was no
clear increase in the proportion of admixed individuals in the
wild (Figures 3, 4A). GLM analyses using the year of sampling
as independent variable and controlling for dataset failed to
show a significant trend in the proportion of admixed individ-
uals through time (β = 0.122, SE = 0.131, p = 0.352). Results
did not change when we did not control for dataset (β = −0.028,
SE = 0.030, p = 0.347).
To assess our power to detect an increase of the proportion of
admixture in the wild, we simulated 15 generations of a popula-
tion where about 1.5% of the potential breeders every generation
were quails restocked from farms. This proportion is below the
estimated average from our field data (2.2%; see Figure 4A and
Supplementary Material Table S2A) and our simulations could
thus exemplify the changes that are expected to occur in the pop-
ulation with a low-moderate contribution of farm alleles every
generation. We randomly selected 50 simulated genotypes from
different generations and 50 simulated farm genotypes. The pro-
portion of admixed genotypes significantly increased over time
(β = 0.133, SE = 0.035, p < 0.001; Figure 5A) when the simu-
lated dataset spanning 15 generations was analyzed as a whole.
Ten additional sets of simulated genotypes were generated and
all of them showed a significant increase in the proportion of
admixed genotypes (p < 0.001 in all cases). However, when the
same data was analyzed subdivided into three datasets, mirroring
the analysis of real data (Figure 3), the degree of introgres-
sion was underestimated. A smaller proportion of the simulated
wild population appeared as admixed in later generations, and
this proportion did not show changes over time (β = −0.031,
SE = 0.039, p = 0.432; Figure 5B). The comparison of the qfarm
Table 2 | Classification of 26 wild quails from Dataset II, based on
autosomal microsatellites (as suggested by STRUCTURE: pure wild:
q farm ≤ 0.10; admixed: 0.10 < q farm < 0.90; pure farm: q farm ≥ 0.90),
and mtDNA (common quail or Japanese quail mtDNA, Figure 2).
Autosomal genotype mtDNA haplotypes
Common quail Japanese quail
Pure wild 16 0
Admixed 4 2
Pure farm 0 4
values for the same simulated genotypes from the last generations
(12 to 15) showed that fragmenting the data into shorter time
periods led to an underestimation of qfarm in wild quails in later
generations, and of the proportion of admixed individuals in the
population (Figure 5D). The same comparison for the first sim-
ulated generations (1 and 2) did not show the same differences in
qfarm values (Figure 5C). Thus, limiting the time span analyzed
greatly reduced our ability to detect the progressive introgression
of alleles from the farm population.
Similarly, the field dataset that spanned the longest time period
(Dataset II, 6 years, Table 1) did not show a change in the
proportion of admixed individuals over time (β = 0.184, SE =
0.183, p = 0.314); the same result was obtained for a differ-
ent wild population located over 100 km north of our study
site monitored during the same 6 years (data not shown, see
Supplementary Material Text S1). We used simulations based
on Dataset II to investigate the power to detect an increase of
admixed individuals over a period of 6 years using the same
number of markers and samples. We found that increased intro-
gression of farm alleles would not be consistently detectable (in
at least 90% of the cases) unless the proportion of potential
breeders coming from farms was above 3% (see Supplementary
Material Text S2), higher than the proportion observed in our
study area.
Since the simulations showed that the ability to detect intro-
gression of farm alleles into the wild population (with the sample
size available) depends on the length of the time series considered,
we joined datasets I and III for a STRUCTURE analysis cover-
ing a longer time span (although reducing the loci used to the
nine shared by both datasets). This resulted in wider confidence
intervals for the estimates of qfarm (Figure 6A). In agreement
with the simulations (Figure 5A compared to Figure 5B), join-
ing datasets I and III indicated larger admixture (Figure 6B).
The proportion of individuals classified as pure wild decreased
compared to previous analyses (Figure 4B and Supplementary
Material Table S2B). Again, no noticeable change was observed in
the proportion of admixed individuals through time (β = −0.007
SE = 0.021, p = 0.737): about 31% for the first two years of the
series (years 1996 and 1997) and 28% for the last four years (years
2007–2010).
In conclusion, the genetic analysis of the field data did not
show an increase in the proportion of admixed individuals in
the population, even after joining datasets I and III to overcome
limitations associated with a short time series. However, these
analyses suggested that perhaps the level of admixture had been
underestimated by considering only short time periods in each
analysis.
INTROGRESSION AS A FUNCTION OF THE PROPORTION OF FARM
BREEDERS AND FITNESS OF ADMIXED INDIVIDUALS
One limitation of our simulations was that we considered a fixed
proportion of the potential breeders to originate from farms
(1.5%) while in real data this proportion was variable between
years. It was not clear if a lower proportion would also produce a
detectable signal of introgression, nor what level of introgression
could be expected if the fitness of admixed individuals was lower
than that of the native common quail population. To assess the
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FIGURE 5 | STRUCTURE analyses (K = 2) for simulated data assuming
that about 1.5% of the potential breeders are of farm origin. Fifty
genotypes were sampled from each generation and 50 simulated farm
genotypes were included in the analyses. (A) All data included in the analysis
as a unique dataset. (B) Same simulated data as above, but analyzed in three
datasets separately, analogous to those in Figure 3 (same 50 simulated farm
genotypes included in all analyses). Generations 12 to 15 do not show the
degree of introgression that was inferred above. (C) Scatterplot comparing
qfarm values for individuals from generations 1 and 2 obtained in (a) (X axis) B
and (b) (Y axis). The curve represents the polynomial curve that best fits the
data: qfarmvalues were almost identical for the two axes. (D) Similar
scatterplot for individuals from generations 12, 13, 14, and 15. In this case,
intermediate values of qfarmare underestimated when analyzed using short
time series and more individuals appear as pure wild.
likely fraction of restocked farm individuals among the potential
breeders that could produce the observed patterns of low admix-
ture, we simulated 20 generations with fractions of 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3,
4, or 5% per generation. For each case we generated 1000 datasets
of simulated genotypes analogous to the field sampling (same
number of samples per year as in datasets I+ III) and we analyzed
them with STRUCTURE. Since the proportion of individuals
with qfarm > 0.10 in Dataset III was 32.4% (when combining
datasets I and III; Figure 4B and Supplementary Material Table
S2B), we investigated in which cases this value was inside the 95%
confidence interval obtained from the simulations. The observed
value was compatible with the simulations only when the propor-
tion of potential breeders coming from farms was 1% (Figure 7,
not shown for values higher than 3%). However, this value was
almost a third of the observed average in the field sample (2.7%;
Figure 4B and Supplementary Material Table S2B).
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Joint STRUCTURE analysis (K = 2) for wild quails from
datasets I and III. (B) Proportion of admixed individuals (0.10 < qfarm <
0.90) per year. Continuous line: datasets I and III analyzed together (as
above). Dashed line, datasets I and III analyzed independently (as in
Figure 3). No increase in the proportion of admixed individuals is
observed.
We suggest two possible explanations for this mismatch: first,
the percentage of farm individuals potentially contributing to the
breeding population may have been overestimated. Alternatively,
farm and admixed individuals could exhibit lower fitness in the
wild than pure common quails, slowing down the spread of farm
alleles in the wild population. In simulations incorporating a
variety of fitness values (1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2) and assuming
that between 2–3% of the potential breeders come from farms,
the observed proportion of admixed (and pure farm) quails
in the field was compatible with relative fitness values as low
as 0.6 (Table 3). If the proportion of farm individuals among
potential breeders was larger than 3%, the data would be com-
patible with even lower fitness values for admixed birds. These
results indicate that admixed individuals may have lower chances
of contributing offspring to the next generation than common
quails. Interestingly, our data was not compatible with the sim-
ulated scenarios in which fitness values of admixed individuals
was 0.2. Introgression would only be completely negligible if the
results were compatible with fitness = 0. This implies that some
introgression must be taking place.
LONG-TERM EFFECTS
Our simulations showed that even though we did not observe a
clear increase over time in the proportion of admixed individuals,
the genetic analysis of field samples was compatible with slow but
accumulating introgression (Table 3). In order to investigate the
effects of such introgression on wild quail populations in the near
future, we simulated populations evolving under two scenarios
compatible with field data: (i) 1% of potential breeders deriving
from restocked quails and hybrids without diminished fitness, (ii)
2% of the potential breeders coming from farms and a fitness of
0.6 for hybrids (Figures 8A,B, respectively). In both cases, run-
ning the simulations for 20 more generations (40 generations in
total) translated into extensive introgression of farm alleles and
more than 20% of the wild individuals reached values of qfarm
indicative of admixture (0.10< qfarm < 0.90; Figure 8C).
DISCUSSION
Studies on the population-wide impact of introgression have a
long history in areas like fisheries research and aquaculture, where
massive restocking practices are common (see, e.g., Hedgecock
and Coykendall, 2007; Waples et al., 2007; Waples and Drake,
2008). On the other hand, only little is known about the genetic
effects of large scale releases for supportive breeding in other
wildlife groups (Laikre et al., 2010). Studies on birds and mam-
mals often focus on the individual identification of hybrids and
the estimation of their proportion in the population. From this
information, however, it is not straightforward to infer the rate
of introgression and its potential impact on the population. In
this study we integrated three separate datasets to cover a large
time period of 15 years (ca. 15 generations), which could allow
separating hybridization and introgression, and thus monitor the
advance of introduced alleles into the focal population and assess
the fitness of hybrids.
In the study region (Catalonia, NE Spain), the number of
farm quails restocked every year was 3–11 times larger than
the estimated wild population (from Rodríguez-Teijeiro et al.,
2004 and Hunting order plans of the Regional Government of
Catalonia). However, only a small proportion of the released
farm quails become potential breeders: those that escape hunting
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FIGURE 7 | Distribution of the proportion of non pure wild individuals
(farm or admixed, q farm >0.10) in 1000 simulated datasets representing
a sampling pattern analogous to that of Dataset III (2007-2010)
(Continued)
FIGURE 7 | Continued
assuming various proportions of potential breeders coming from
farms: 1, 1.5, 2, and 3%. Dashed lines show 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles.
Arrows indicate proportion observed in the real data: 32.4% (Figure 4B and
Supplementary Material Table S2B).
Table 3 | Ninety five percentage confidence intervals of the
proportion of not pure wild (admixed and pure farm individuals, q farm
> 0.10) for the simulated data corresponding to Dataset III.
Farm % Fitness
1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2
1 22.6–88.3 11.0–49.5 6.7–20.2 4.6–12.4 2.1–7.8
1.5 56.5–97.2 19.8–79.9 10.2–31.1 5.7–15.2 3.2–9.2
2 84.1–99.7 50.2–96.1 17.3–66.4 7.4–18.4 3.9–10.6
2.5 91.9–100.0 71.4–98.2 17.3–63.6 9.9–24.4 5.3–12.4
3 95.1–100.0 84.1–99.3 30.7–87.6 13.1–33.6 5.7–13.4
4 98.9–100.0 94.7–100.0 60.4–95.4 18.7–50.2 8.5–17.3
5 99.3–100.0 97.9–100.0 83.4–99.3 28.6–69.6 11.3–21.6
Simulations consisted of 1000 STRUCTURE runs, varying (i) the levels of fitness
for admixed individuals, and (ii) the proportion of potential breeders that come
from farms (restocked) each generation (35,000 STRUCTURE runs in total).
Simulated data sets were built replicating the sampling pattern from the field
data for datasets I and III (same number of samples per year). Gray cells repre-
sent the parameter combinations compatible with our field data, i.e., simulations
where confidence intervals include the proportion of individuals with qfarm > 0.10
observed in our sample (32.4%; Supplementary Material Table S2B).
and predation and those that also survive the winter, with a
probably depressed immune system response (due to relaxed
selection in captivity) and in breeding grounds with limited food
resources, or that successfully migrate to wintering latitudes and
return the next breeding season (which seems unlikely due to the
reduced migratory impulse they may have inherited from domes-
tic Japanese quails; Derégnaucourt, 2000; Derégnaucourt et al.,
2005). Since our results indicate that only 2–3% of the poten-
tial breeders in the study area were of farm origin, approximately
only one out of every 100–500 farm quails released can potentially
contribute to the wild breeding population. However, our results
show that those individuals could have an important impact on
the wild population.
Based on the proportion of quails with vocalizations indicating
hybrid origin, Puigcerver et al. (2007) suggested that the propor-
tion of admixed birds in the population had remained relatively
constant, and proposed that those individuals could be animals of
farm origin that survived in the field for some time but failed to
reproduce. However, the proportion of admixed relative to pure
farm in the wild is much larger than in captivity and this, together
with the capture of admixed birds with common quail mtDNA,
indicating that the mother was a wild quail, confirm that inter-
breeding has happened in the wild. Field experiments carried out
by Puigcerver et al. (2014) have shown that farm and wild individ-
uals canmate in the wild, but our study provides the first evidence
that this in occurring outside the experimental conditions.
The detection of offspring from wild× farm quail crosses does
not necessarily imply a progressive build-up of Japanese quail
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FIGURE 8 | Examples of results from an analysis using
STRUCTURE (K = 2) on data simulated over 40 generations, with
50 individuals randomly sampled every 5 generations, along with
100 simulated farm individuals. (A) 1% of potential breeders
derived from farms, fitness of 1 for all individuals. (B) 2% derived
from farms, fitness of 0.6 for first and second generation admixed
individuals. (C) Proportion of admixed individuals (0.10 < q farm <
0.90) over time under scenarios (A) (continuous line) and (B)
(dashed line). In both cases, a clear increase in the introgression of
farm alleles into the wild population is observed.
alleles in the common quail population. Continued backcross-
ing of the crossbred individuals with common quails is required
to produce an increase in the proportion of admixed individuals
and introgression of alleles. An analysis of three separated studies
of field samples did not show such increase (Figure 3). However,
not seeing such a trend could either be due to its non-existence
or to the lack of power to detect it, showing that the observed
data is inconclusive. Our simulations pointed to the latter, as they
revealed that analyses covering short time frames (as those gener-
ated when analyzing the three datasets separately) lack the power
to detect an increase in introgression, especially when the propor-
tion of potential breeders coming from farms is relatively small. In
these cases, STRUCTURE analyses underestimated the degree of
admixture (Figure 5D), possibly due to an inaccurate estimation
of the ancestral allele frequencies (before introgression). After a
few generations of admixture, some introgressed alleles may have
spread in the native population, complicating the identification
of their alien origin. This is an especially important outcome of
our simulations since studies of hybridization and introgression
are generally based on samples collected over a short time period,
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and this could result in similar biases in the estimation of the rate
of admixture. It is possible that increasing sample sizes during the
different time periods or genotyping a larger number of genetic
markers would also increase the power to detect introgression.
However, this is often not possible or too expensive. Overall, our
results illustrate how power tests are essential in determining if a
study can robustly test the hypotheses presented.
To increase our power to detect changes through time, we
jointly analyzed the first and last datasets, spanning 15 years. This
implied reducing the power to individually classify samples as
pure or admixed and increased confidence intervals for the pro-
portion of farm ancestry qfarm (see Figures 3, 6A). This cannot
be just result of reducing the number of genetic markers included
in the analysis since it remains the same for Dataset I (9 loci) but
may be indicating important admixture.
Simulations replicating the sampling pattern of datasets I and
III indicated that the power of the markers and samples ana-
lyzed should be sufficient to detect increased introgression in the
case that as little as just 1.5% of the potential breeders came
from farms. However, the real data did not show an increase
in the proportion of admixed individuals even though the aver-
age proportion of farm animals detected in the study site every
generation was about twice as much. This suggests that either
the proportion of farm animals contributing to the reproduc-
tion is well below 1.5%, or that farm and admixed individuals
have a lower fitness and, thus, have a lower contribution to the
following generations than pure common quails. This would be
possible if most of the admixed individuals were not involved
in the reproduction. However, this does not seem likely because
field experiments have shown that female quails of farm ori-
gin are more successful than wild common quails in attracting
and mating wild common quail males (Puigcerver et al., 1999,
2013, 2014). The limited introgression of farm alleles into the
wild population may be due to the lower fitness of the released
birds and their descendants, which is also supported by exper-
imental observations in the wild that point to a decreased sur-
vival and increased nest predation for females of farm origin
(Puigcerver et al., 2014). Our simulations indicate that their over-
all fitness could easily be 40% lower than the fitness of wild
common quails.
Common and Japanese quails have evolved under differ-
ent selective forces and have experienced different demographic
changes. Consequently, it is highly possible that alleles of
Japanese quail origin present in the farm population are mal-
adaptive and contribute to a lower fitness in common quail
populations. However, probably more important than this is
the change in selective forces imposed first by the domes-
tication process in Japanese quails, and later by the captive
breeding with common quails for restocking. These further
promote the fixation of maladaptive alleles and traits (Lynch
and O’Hely, 2001; Frankham, 2008; Baskett and Waples, 2013)
that could, for example, contribute to reduce anti-predatory
behavior, flight restlessness or ability to explore alternative
food sources. As a result, restocking practices often have
very low success rates (Gortázar et al., 2000; Guyomarc’h,
2003). This could contribute to the reduced fitness of admixed
birds.
Interestingly, real data was not compatible with simulated
scenarios where the fitness of hybrids was very low (0.2). When
we simulated data with this very low fitness for admixed indi-
viduals, fewer individuals from the simulated datasets were iden-
tified as admixed than in the real data, suggesting that farm
alleles may be slowly, but progressively, integrating into the
native common quail gene pool. Our simulations were simple
and relied on several assumptions (large effective population
size, no population structure, generation time of 1 year, non-
overlapping generations, etc); the simulations were also based
on the assuming that farm quail releases were initiated at the
time our group first detected them (around 1990) and took
place at a constant rate (constant proportion of farm individ-
uals added every generation), but this may not be the case.
Also, fitness effects could be introduced into the simulations in a
number of ways (for example, varying fitness depending on the
proportion of the genome originating in the farm, or reduced
survival could be modeled at different stages in the life cycle).
Consequently, the fitness estimations obtained can only be taken
as rough approximations, but we believe that they reflect pop-
ulation trends and indicate that although admixed individuals
have reduced fitness some introgression is taking place every
generation.
Our results highlight the possible consequences of continu-
ing the current restocking practices. While we do not detect an
increase in the proportion of admixed individuals over a 15 year
time period, our simulations show that this does not guarantee
that introgression is not taking place. Two simulated scenarios,
compatible with estimates from real data, predict extensive intro-
gression of farm alleles in the near future (Figure 8). Of course,
these simulations are based on estimates obtained from a very
small area, and the proportion of potential breeders coming from
farms is likely to vary from place to place and from year to year.
However, considering the high mobility of common quails and
how widespread restocking practices are, we do not have reasons
to expect very different patterns in other areas within the western
distribution of the common quail.
CONCLUSIONS
Extensive restocking with farm-reared quails does not yet appear
to have had large impacts on the genetic integrity of common
quails in Northeast Spain. However, we here provide evidence that
interbreeding has already happened in the wild and that overall
admixture levels may be slowly increasing over time. Although
some degree of selection against introgressed alleles appears to
exist, our simulations predict a marked risk of genetic swamping
of the common quail population, if release practices are main-
tained. Our results therefore support initiatives currently being
taken to control quail restocking practices across Europe.
More generally, our results highlight that the impacts of intro-
gression on wild populations can be difficult to detect, especially
when hybridization occurs over long time periods and at low fre-
quency. In such cases, data collected over a short time period
may be insufficient and lead to an underestimation of the degree
of admixture. Our study therefore underlines the need for long
time series to reliably assess the consequences of hybridization in
natural populations and the need for power tests.
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